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Wh:) knows what evil is in the political arena oflvlonro 1ia? 

The Shadow Knows 

What's in a name? Dr Darners animal hospital was sold 4 years ago. 

Who knew Sylvia Dornotor DVM is still on staff? 

Sadly, just in it for the money now 

The Monrovian restaurant after 3 7 years is no longer same. 

Who needs another pizza parlor? 

Old Town looking more like ghost town 

Over 57 shops gone, what is the Monrovia City Council doing to help? 

Telling the merchants to give customers a 10% discount. How about a 10% discount on taxes? 

Monrovia public works from over 12 people down to 4. 

Have no fear the Asians are corning, plenty of hot CCP money in hand. 

Let's talk about grading the Monrovia City Council members: 

Gloria, she listens, responds to citizens ... A 

Larry, no clue, takes up space .. . F 

Becky, what's life without a purse? ... C 

Alex, man for the people ... A 

City Attorney Craig ... F, the beard won't hide your incompetence 

Mayor Torn(excuse for a), useless ... F _ 
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Cat stuck in a tree, citizen calls for help, fire department says, "We're too busy." 

That's not the Monrovian way 

Monrovia walk of fame. Mayor refused to move on it. 

Monrovia talks about affordable housing. Asians corning in and bring affordable home selling prices up over 200k. 

Next year's election: mayor plus 2 seats up for grabs. 

Terry Miller of Monrovia Weekly ... biased 

City Manager Dylan ... somebody buy him a jacket. 

"E-mail: Monrovia Shadow(@.aol.com 
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The City of Monrovia has run out of money. City staff is currently asking for donations to keep salaries, 
benefits, and pensions topped off. 

Adams and Hammond Feud Over Sale of Monrovia 

Mayor Tom Adams and pawn broker Rob Hammond are currently offering to deal with Monrovia's financial 
problems. Hammond wants to pawn the city at his local Old Town business. Adams wants to auction it off at 
his real estate firm. Tom walked into Rob's pawn salon with the deed to the city trying to make a deal but no 
deal is the deal. Secret council study sessions late into the night, Monrovia sleeps while money burns. Look 
for charred fingertips. Greed is Good and there is plenty of ·goodness to go around since the sinking city plight 
of Titanic proportions is in the balance. Hammond would list the city on Ebay while Adams would auction the 
city starting at $100, that's $100 to the customer that takes it. 

The local Monrovia politicians are out in full force while Tommy and Robbie figure out how to steal from the 
rich AND the poor. Who is declared the winner stands to be determined at a later date. Looking forward to a S1 
Valentine's Day Macabre. Slicing, dicing, julienne fries, and pockets of cash. Be sure to stay tuned, same bat 
time, same bat channel. The Shadow never sleeps. 

Dick Singer's Book is Pulled from Amazon 

1887: A Early History of Monrovia written in 2020 by our very own Dick Singer has been taken off sale on 
Amazon. Amazon claims that Singer used too many 'Q's in his writing and might fuel conspiracy theories. 

Protest Rallies For Next Week Are Cancelled 

The protests originally planned for Monrovia have been cancelled due to lack of interest. The organizers were 
Jnable to garner any participants for the scheduled protests because local residents were unwilling to stay up 
Jast 10:00 PM. All looting, burning, and coarse language has been moved to a location outside Monrovia to 
Je disclosed at a later date. 

(ou can get involved if you dare. Write to us, your opinion counts 

Spreeguy@aol.com 
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